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they will of course show up as the actual emoticon . Dec 6, 2013 . Back in January, when the all
new BlackBerry 10 was announced,. Since then, I can't stop looking at them and I try to insert
them into daily you guys are missing :-? thinking, finger on chin face!! you guys are welcome :) .
Feb 13, 2014 . BBM 2.0 is rolling out on BlackBerry, Android and iOS, and along with updated

features like. The smiley with the middle finger included?For example, if you type :), the
characters convert into a smiley emoticon .. You can add emoticons in the conversation window
by using keyboard shortcuts.. Dog face. (&). Telephone receiver. (T) or (t). Light bulb. (I) or (i).
Note. (8). Sleeping . Feb 13, 2014 . An emoticon says 1000 words maybe not, but I think,
nothing gets your. What is the emotion with the sad face and the hand over face with . … be
used to add some extra enthusiasm to the standard {} emoticon. It is also the emoticon shortcut
used to display the hug icon on BlackBerry smartphones.Smiley with glasses; author wears
glasses. |:o. Ooooohhh noooooo! O_O, Shocked; surprised; bug face. O_o, Confused face. <_<,
Disappointed; ashamed . Apr 23, 2013 . Create facebook emoticon we can called as facebook
faces emotion you. ( Android, iPhone, BlackBerry etc), the poker face tricks “won't work”!:-T,
Keeping a straight face. ;-), Sardonic Incredulity. :-D, Said with a smile. :-x, Kiss kiss. :-", Pursing
lips. :-[, Pouting. :-#, My lips are sealed. :-X, A big wet kiss!Aug 26, 2008 . Yahoo Messenger
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new BlackBerry 10 was announced,. Since then, I can't stop looking at them and I try to insert
them into daily you guys are missing :-? thinking, finger on chin face!! you guys are welcome :) .
Feb 13, 2014 . BBM 2.0 is rolling out on BlackBerry, Android and iOS, and along with updated
features like. The smiley with the middle finger included?For example, if you type :), the
characters convert into a smiley emoticon .. You can add emoticons in the conversation window
by using keyboard shortcuts.. Dog face. (&). Telephone receiver. (T) or (t). Light bulb. (I) or (i).
Note. (8). Sleeping . Feb 13, 2014 . An emoticon says 1000 words maybe not, but I think,
nothing gets your. What is the emotion with the sad face and the hand over face with . … be
used to add some extra enthusiasm to the standard {} emoticon. It is also the emoticon shortcut
used to display the hug icon on BlackBerry smartphones.Smiley with glasses; author wears
glasses. |:o. Ooooohhh noooooo! O_O, Shocked; surprised; bug face. O_o, Confused face. <_<,
Disappointed; ashamed . Apr 23, 2013 . Create facebook emoticon we can called as facebook
faces emotion you. ( Android, iPhone, BlackBerry etc), the poker face tricks “won't work”!:-T,
Keeping a straight face. ;-), Sardonic Incredulity. :-D, Said with a smile. :-x, Kiss kiss. :-", Pursing
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them into daily you guys are missing :-? thinking, finger on chin face!! you guys are welcome :) .
Feb 13, 2014 . BBM 2.0 is rolling out on BlackBerry, Android and iOS, and along with updated
features like. The smiley with the middle finger included?For example, if you type :), the
characters convert into a smiley emoticon .. You can add emoticons in the conversation window
by using keyboard shortcuts.. Dog face. (&). Telephone receiver. (T) or (t). Light bulb. (I) or (i).
Note. (8). Sleeping . Feb 13, 2014 . An emoticon says 1000 words maybe not, but I think,
nothing gets your. What is the emotion with the sad face and the hand over face with . … be
used to add some extra enthusiasm to the standard {} emoticon. It is also the emoticon shortcut
used to display the hug icon on BlackBerry smartphones.Smiley with glasses; author wears
glasses. |:o. Ooooohhh noooooo! O_O, Shocked; surprised; bug face. O_o, Confused face. <_<,
Disappointed; ashamed . Apr 23, 2013 . Create facebook emoticon we can called as facebook
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they will of course show up as the actual emoticon . Dec 6, 2013 . Back in January, when the all
new BlackBerry 10 was announced,. Since then, I can't stop looking at them and I try to insert
them into daily you guys are missing :-? thinking, finger on chin face!! you guys are welcome :) .
Feb 13, 2014 . BBM 2.0 is rolling out on BlackBerry, Android and iOS, and along with updated

features like. The smiley with the middle finger included?For example, if you type :), the
characters convert into a smiley emoticon .. You can add emoticons in the conversation window
by using keyboard shortcuts.. Dog face. (&). Telephone receiver. (T) or (t). Light bulb. (I) or (i).
Note. (8). Sleeping . Feb 13, 2014 . An emoticon says 1000 words maybe not, but I think,
nothing gets your. What is the emotion with the sad face and the hand over face with . … be
used to add some extra enthusiasm to the standard {} emoticon. It is also the emoticon shortcut
used to display the hug icon on BlackBerry smartphones.Smiley with glasses; author wears
glasses. |:o. Ooooohhh noooooo! O_O, Shocked; surprised; bug face. O_o, Confused face. <_<,
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faces emotion you. ( Android, iPhone, BlackBerry etc), the poker face tricks “won't work”!:-T,
Keeping a straight face. ;-), Sardonic Incredulity. :-D, Said with a smile. :-x, Kiss kiss. :-", Pursing
lips. :-[, Pouting. :-#, My lips are sealed. :-X, A big wet kiss!Aug 26, 2008 . Yahoo Messenger
Emoticons or Yahoo Messenger Smileys by click or type the shortcut of the proper emoticon
that represent the angry. straight face. . Features in this Mig33 for BlackBerry are almost the
same as the .
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